
 Introduction


We are going to give you the ability to do what Jor El did to Clark Kent…


Astral City is a Metaverse project that is setting up future generations to store 

memories as a “family tree database” with blockchain technology. Catering to the 

world of possibilities that are inevitably coming with the progression in artificial 

intelligence. One of the advancements in the technology is something referred to as 

“mind uploading” also known as whole brain emulation (WBE), a futuristic process of 

scanning a physical structure of the brain accurately enough to create an emulation of 

the mental state including long-term memory and “self” transferring to a computer in a 

digital form. Astral City metaverse will allow you to be the owner of your digitally kept 

memories uploaded through NFTs on the Cardano blockchain.  You will be able to 

leave timeless videos and in the future, these digital assets could be converted to an 

avatar or hologram for virtual reality integration.


Have you ever wanted to look into your past and see where you came from? Or you 

miss your deceased grandmother and thought to yourself how nice it would be to pay 

her a visit? Maybe have a familiar conversation face to face with a relative from 100 

years ago to see if you have much in common? With the possibilities of conscious 

upload and AI advancements through blockchain technology happening today this 

reality seems much more likely than ever before. Astral City is paving the way for a 

decentralized family tree or a singularity for you to embrace the technology how you 

choose. Be apart of the Astral City community and take ownership of your data to pass 

down to future generations and allow yourself and your family to “live forever” in the 


Astral City metaverse.




Astral City Terrain


Gain access to Astral City. Own a parcel from one of 8 different street names, all with 
their own unique address to be located in the Astral City metaverse. 
















One Kingdom Avenue

30001-40000

Circle of Life Highway

00001-10000


Secret of Happiness Blvd

50001-60000

Aquarius Street

40001-50000

Town Plaza Circle

10001-20000

Bliss Street

20001-30000


Atlantis Avenue

60001-70000

Aisling Way

70001-80000

Total of 80,000 locations in the Astral City Metaverse



Tokenomics  

Supply : 21,600,000,000 



Policy Id : 29c557ea708d0cf19ff01baac4fb20bdd0966df1d3981b657be91954

$astro is the official currency of the Astral City metaverse
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